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About This Game

A breath-taking space exploration experience in Virtual Reality

Compatible with HTC Vive, Oculus CV1 and DK2.

Discovering Space 2 is all about exploration. There’s no action, shooting or explosions, just sightseeing, discovery and relaxation
on an epic scale.

Calming, wondrous and adventurous.

Take control of your ship, or follow a tour, and immerse yourself in a journey through the Solar System.

Feel the awesomeness and remoteness of deep space.

Experience the mood and atmosphere of worlds far away from home.

Explore at your own pace, and learn about what you see.

Come back with a new sense of amazement of what is out there.
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Built from the ground up for VR, you have a small space ship and the entire Solar System to explore.

The end result is an experience that conveys the scale, awe and feeling of planetary exploration, in a fully immersive way. You
really feel like you are there, and it is at times breath-taking. You can travel vast distances, view the planets (and their moons)

from afar, execute some close fly-bys and plunge through their atmosphere down to the surface. Along the way you can listen to
on-board commentary that adjusts its content depending on whether you take your time, or just dive straight in.

Key Features

Vast expanse of the Solar System to explore.

Easy to use tour mode.

Easy to use flight controls and navigation.

Seamless and continuous travel from deep space down to the planetary surfaces.

Planets modelled to true scale.

Planets rendered using custom shaders that go beyond simple texture mapping.

Procedurally generated terrain and procedural and multi-layered textures to enhance the planet surfaces.

Planetary atmospheres enclothe the planets, providing striking sunrise and sunset vistas and re-entry effects.

Simple navigation system allows you to easily fly to your desired target destination.

Jump gates / hyperspace to allow quick jump to distant systems.

Near speed of light effects – Red shift, view contraction and “headlight”

Capture your view with in-game snapshots at the touch of a button.

Fly your ship with either an xbox / gamepad style controller, or "use the force" with HTC Vive wands.

Note: Oculus touch controller not yet fully supported
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Title: Discovering Space 2
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Discovering VR
Publisher:
Discovering VR
Release Date: 10 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5-3570

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 660 Ti* - Nvidia GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

Additional Notes: *minimum performance for DK2. Xbox / gamepad controller recommended.

English
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I there a way to reset you stats?. Combination of Elder Sign + Pathfinder.
+ Instructions and tips
+ Replay value due to improving characters and random encounters
+ Fun

- Kinda hard
- 99 cent DLCs moving forward
. Thanks for CUR3D & also for the (cool) Developers.. Its boring AF! Missing decorations, no aquatic or Aviary, dino
animations all look the same, game to easy no challenge, to easy to get money, not enough space, not enough possibilities for
safety in park (btw its not even needed, visitors will come nevermind how many trexes runnin free, JPOG is 1000% better even
if it is 15 \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665IN YEARS OLD!

It looks pretty but with a developing team that just dont care about community wishes its just awful and a HUGE personal
disappointment!!!. While playing this game, I broke my: -Monitor
  -Lamp
  -Mic
  -Chair
  -Cat
  -And my bones when I tripped over my chair and fell on the floor, face first...

10/10 would break again. Honestly, I don't think the concept itself is necessarily bad, but in this type of puzzle game, an undo
button is NOT optional. Having to replay the entire puzzle because you made one error close to the end is not fun and makes the
game way more frustrating than it needs to be. Especially with the bonus stages and how cluttered & messy they are to solve.
Really the puzzle design in general doesn't feel very tight, accidentally stumbling upon a solution felt like the norm in these
puzzles and it was rarely satisfying to clear a level. The presentation is fine enough (I muted the music pretty quickly though)
but I really did not find this fun to play and couldn't even bring myself to finish the bonus levels by the end, just no fun at all.. I
really wanted to like this game but unfortunately it's just not that fun. I can't really specify exactly where it goes wrong, it just
feels pretty monotonous.. boring and uneventful. Best way to describe this game is short, very short.
While the first game was dark and moody this was more like a cartoon.
Playing area is very small with one crime to sort of solve, graphics are poor and don't feel right, ie cartoonish.
Hopefully this is a stopgap only and the next installment will be more like the first game.

5/10. quot;GEORGE BUSH MADE MONEY OFF OF THE IRAQ WAR!" I would scream vehemetly into the face of my 5
year old son, alas he would not accept the truth. Frontlines™: Fuel of War™ provided my son insight into the military industral
complex which i never could. Thank you THQ, for putting profit based geopolitics into an easy to understand format. Defintaly
reccommend.
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Nothing special. One of weaker tower defense games i played. I saw more free to play TD games online this is not worth it's
price.. i wish this game caught on

i really do. I played before pyro or dunkee, they copied me. IS THERE ANYWAY OF SAVING YOUR PROGRESS???PLZ
HELP???. well after a friend said they are having problems with this unit and reading the comments on here i had to test this out
i've owned this dlc for over a year now re installed around 8 months ago due to new system recieved all current updates from
steam took this out for a ride on the edinburgh to glasgow route on a quick drive and used one of the default liverys i used high
settings with and without the dymanic setting and gladly haven't found a problem with it i do believe it is a bit tempermental in
scenarios but that usaully if you've not got all the necesary dlc and using a livery added from a third party like uk train sim for
example, this game really does need a high end processor over 3ghz intel or 4ghz amd and graphics card i recommend one of the
more expensive Nvidia graphics cards i am talking like over the \u00a3100 mark, also i meant to say that you need to make up
this two carriage unit you need to make sure you use DMS then DMSL of the same livery then flip around so that the cabs at the
back go to quick drive click on train then custom click confim and wait for all the stock to load up to do this hope this helps..
doesnt work a shame it doesnt :(
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